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Computer program RADGREEN has been developed to calculate the far field wave pattern of the radiation Green's function corresponding to an oscillating source translating below the free surface. The program has the capability of calculating the Green's function and its derivatives, or the associated wave elevation and slopes. The far field analysis is based on an asymptotic formulation which neglects terms which are of order 1/R and higher. Techniques for removing and attenuating singularities in the formulation and eliminating short noise-like waves are described in some detail. A number of three-dimensional and contour plots are given to show sample radiation wave patterns for a single source and for a line of sources whose strengths are adjusted to approximate those for a ship hull undergoing heave or pitch motions.
INTRODUCTION
The rncthod of Green's functicns iz widely used to analyzc the flow arcund =urfacc ship -,11s.
If one neglects very short waves, such that surface tension and viscosity effects may be neglected, these functions represent potentials of point sources which are chosen to satisfy all the required conditions of the problem with the exception of the kinematic condition of no flow through the ship hull. This latter condition, in turn is used to determine the strengths of the sources which are placed on the hull surface.
A critical step in this procedure is the efficient evaluation of the near field behavior of the Green's function to determine the mutual influence of the sources. Once these influences have been determined, the problem reduces to a system of simultaneous linear equations for the source strengths. The near field behavior is also of interest in obtaining the pressure distribution on the hull surface, as well as the bow wave in such applications as slamming and deck wetness.
The far field analysis is often used to obtain the damping and resistance forces due to the waves generated by the motions of the ship. This usually leads to a more accurate determination than the direct integration of the hull pressure distribution due to the greater simplicity and higher resolution of the far field analysis. More recently, with the advent of more accurate remote sensing techniques, the far field wave pattern is also of interest from the detection point of view.
The three most widely used Green's functions, listed in increasing order of complexity, are the ring wave (or zero speed) function for an oscillating stationary source, the Kelvin (or wave resistance) function for a nonoscillating translating , : -C, and the general case of the radiation (or ship motions) function for an oscillating translating source. ' or the simple ring wave case, Liu [1] derived near and far field solutions as early as 1952. This _ le case is characterized by the fact that there is exactly one wave at each field point and in the far field these waves form circular rings around the source. More recently, Grekas and Delhommeau [2] show that in the case of low speed the far field ring waves have elliptic shape. The far field wave pattern of the Kelvin source has been widely studied since this gives rise to wave resistance, the drag component which may be most significantly reduced by suitable ship design. It is well known that there are two waves (transverse and divergent) inside a triangular region behind the ship, with a half angle of 19.47'. The various far field approaches are summarized in the classical paper by Eggers For the general radiation case, where the source is both oscillating and translating, efficient robust computational schemes for the near field flow appear to be lacking. A notable exception may be the work by Chang [6] . In the far field case, Newman [7] has outlined a computational approach for obtaining the wave pattern. This report presents a numerical implementation of this formulation. First, a brief description of the derivation of the far field expressions is given. Next, various aspects of carrying out their numerical evaluation are described in some detai. These include an efficient iterative scheme for finding the wave propagation directions at a given field point, the treatment of singular points and lines in the formulation, a grid filtering technique to eliminate short waves which appear as noise, and an efficient method of extending the procedure for a single source to a line of sources which may be taken to represent the ship hull in the far field. Expressions are developed for the values of the Green's function and its slopes, as well as for the associated wave elevation and its slopes. Numerical results are presented in the form of computer generated three-dimensional and contour plots for various cases of a single source and a line of sources. These figures show in particular, the differences between the pattern of the Green's function and the wave elevation, between the functions (Green and elevation) and their slopes, and between the wave elevations due to a single source and a line of sources modeling heave (linear vertical oscillatory motion) and pitch (rotational osciatory motion in the vertical centerplane). The report concludes with a summary of the calculation procedure and the numerical results.
DESCRIPTION OF FAR FIELD FORMULATION
For the sake of uniformity, the present report will consistently follow the coordinate system and notation used in [7] . This coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1 , and corresponds to the source at rest in the presence of a current c in the -x direction, which is equivalent to the source traveling at speed c in the +x direction. The y axis corresponds to the horizontal direction perpendicular to x, and the z axis is directed vertically upwards.
Derivation of Far Field Formulas for Values of G 11 for Single Source
Assume that the Green's function G is expressed in the form G(x,y,z;t,ii, ;t) = RefGll(x,y,z;,rjr)e ' j where x ,y ,z and t,, are respectively the coordinates of the field point and source shown in Fig. 1 , t is time, and w is the circular frequency of oscillation. In the above equation and in the remainder of this report, only the real part of the complex expression is of interest and, for the sake of convenience, the symbol Re will be omitted hereafter. Gil must satisfy the following conditions
In addition, a radiation condition of no incoming waves at Ris needed to ensure uniqueness of the solution. Using the Fourier transform approach, Gil is given by
r r- Th-analysis is considerably simplified by neglecting terms which are of order I/R or higher, where R is related to x and y by
In the above, 0 is the spatial direction. By using the calculus of residues and the method of stationary phase on the double integals F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 , the following algebraic expression for the far field values of G I, is obtained
GII(R,8,z; ,
The wavenumber X i (u)(i = 1,2) is given by Xi = 2r 2 Pcos
where the upper sign is used for i = 1 and the lower sign for i = 2, T = oc/g, v = o 2 /g, g is the gravity constant, and the function gi (u) is given by
Equation ( This figure shows that there may be anywhere from zero to 5 roots, depending on 0 and T.
Limiting Cases of r -0.
Since the above formulation is for a translating oscillating source, it should contain in the limit of values of T(=cw/g) -0 the ring wave case for c -0 and the Kelvin wave case for W -0.
The ring wave case is recovered by taking the lower sign in Eq. (6), setting r cos u = E, and expanding the square root term to second power in c resulting in The term Xc /cos 2 u gives the precise variation of the wavelengths of the Kelvin wake with wave propagation direction u.
Derivatives of the Green's Function
Often it is of interest to determine not only the values of the Green's function but also its x and y derivatives. In the case of damping force and remote detection applications, it is not the Green's function itself but the associated wave elevation and slopes which are of principal interest. All of these derivative quantities may be conveniently obtained from the formula for Gi given in Eq. (5).
Recalling that this equation is a far field expression for large values of R, the operations a/ax = a/a(R cos 0) and lay = a/8(R sin 0) would add a power of I/R to most terms in Eq. (5).
The only term for which this is not the case involves the exponential function
for which the derivatives a/dx and a/dy are equivalent to multiplying the function by ji Cos u and iXi sin u, respectively. Thus, the x and y derivatives of G, 1 are simply given by
where GI 1 i refers to the entire expression after the summation sign in Eq. (5). The elevation z, of the wave pattern for the present case of an oscillating source in the presence of a current c in the -x direction, shown in Fig. 1 , is given by
9 tax RJ g The x and y slopes are then obtained similar to Eqs. (12)
ay g
Extt;nsion to Multiple Sources
The straightforward way of evaluating the Green's function for a series of N sources with strengths Qj and locations j ,ib ,j) is to repeat the calculation of Eq. (5) N times and sum over the results. Actually, as a result of the far field assumptions inherent in Eq. (5), the computational effort for N sources differs very little from that for one source. Most of the computational effort in evaluating Gil occurs in the iterative search for the various u-roots of Eq. (8) for a given value of 0. Eq. (5) shows, however, that 0 and R are always measured from the origin even though the source may be located at (,i,-). This assumption is possible since R >> (,]-).
Thus, only the exponential term exp[Xi(u)[ -i cos u -ii 1 sin ull varies for the different sources. The term Xi" gives the decrease in the strength of the source due to submergence " below the free surface while the term -i E cos u -it1 sin u gives the shift in the phase of the wave originating from (Q,'7) relative to the wave due to a source located at (0,0). 
J=i
Similar expressions hold for extendiiag the derivatives of G 1 1 , the elevation z, and its slopes for a single source, given in Eqs. (12) to (14), to a line of sources.
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF THEORETICAL FORMULATION
The preceding formulation has been numerically implemented in the form of the FORTRAN 77 computer program RADGREEN. The present chapter describes the more complex or novel aspects of the implementation. Input, output, and computer time requirements of the program are also described to give an indication of actual usage.
Iterative Solution for Wave Propagation Direction
The most time consuming part of the procedure is the finding of the zero to five values of u which correspond to a given value of 0 in Eq. (8) . The solution scheme essentially consists of a global search to bracket the root values of u within certain bounds, and then a localized search to pinpoint the precise values.
The global scheme is contained in subroutine FINROOT, which evaluates the error functions f 1 and f2 (for given values of 0 and r) for 721 equally spaced values of u between -180 and 0 degrees. The error functions fI and f2 are defined as the difference between the left and right sides of Eq. (8) using the upper (X 1 case) and lower (X 2 case) signs, respectively. Where the function changes sign between two adjacent values of u, indicating a zero crossing and hence the location of a root, these values of u are identified and saved as initial bounds for a more precise determination by subroutine FRI. This subroutine closes in on the value of the root by an interval halving technique where the error function is c,,Iuated at the riidpoint between the bounds, and then moving the bound with the same sign of the error function to the midpoint. This iterative procedure is continued until the error function has an absolute value less than 10-6. The resulting value of u and the associated wavenumber case (X I or X 2 ) are then returned to the main program for use in Eq. (5).
Treatment of Singular Points and Lines
Perhaps the most obvious indication that Eq. (5) is for the far field is the factor 1/N, which -cc as R -0. Where calculations are desired for field points relatively close to the origin, the program provides the option for the user to input a minimum bound on values of R to be used in Eq. Eq. (5) shows that the factor contained within brackets may be singular at values of 0 where sin u = 0, cos (u -0) = 0, dO/du = 0, and (due to Eq. (6) for Xi) cos u = 0. Actually, the singularities due to sin u and cos u are completely removable while the behavior at cos (u -0) -0 is also regular. Thus, only the case dO/du = 0 is an actual singularity in the calculation.
6
The removable nature of the singularities for sin u and cos u may best be illustrated by explicity writing out dO/du obtained by differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to u, resulting in
It is seen that the factors sin 2 0/sin 2 u and I/cos 2 u are cancelled by corresponding factors in Eqs. The regular behavior at cos (u -0) -0 may be seen by noting that this implies (since u -0 = I 2 or 3r/2 in Eq. (8) 
Idu
The calculations show that the values of A vary relatively slowly with small changes in u away from U,. Since !.he indeterminate behavior does not involve two factors which exactly cancel as in the previous cases of sin u and cos u, it is numerically necessary to give special treatment to this factor for u near u,. This is implemented in the computer program by restricting u, for cases of T > 0.25 and u < 0, to be at least 0.1 deg greater than u, i.e. u _> u, + 0.1 deg. To obtain the correct limiting behavior, the values of 0 correspondi, to thi revised value of u must be obtained from Eq. (8) This, of course, refers to the well known Kelvin waves for a nonoscillating translating ship for which the transverse and divergent waves meet at the cusp line with propagation angle 35.16 deg and the waves are confined within an angle at 19.47' to the -x axis. Since u > 0, these waves (located above the u = 0 axis in Fig. 2) are propagating against the current (i.e., with the ship) while the remaining waves (located below the u = 0 axis) are propagating with the current.
It is of interest to ascertain the manner of this singular behavior as u -u. for z = 0. The close bunching of the different curves for the Kelvin like waves above the u 0 axis suggests that this behavior may also be applicable for other values of r. The analysis consists of evaluating the magnification factor u for small increments Au away from ut, i.e., evaluating Eq (19) with u = u c + Au. Numerical evaluation of the subsequent expression shows that A varies approximately as
where Au is expressed in degrees. For a number of reasons it is necessary to set an upper limit on A. Besides possible numerical overflow problems, excessively large values near the cusp line would tend to overwhelm the values elsewhere so that they would appear to be nearly zero in plots of the function. In the computer program the default value of u is set equal to 100. This corresponds to taking Au = 0.135 deg in Eq. (22). Taking a lower value of j = 10, to give more prominence to off-cusp values of G 11 , corresponds to a value Au = 1.35 deg. Figure 2 shows that the wavelengths change with 0 and, in general, a wide range of wavelengths may be expected for an arbitrary x -y grid of field points. Those waves where lengths are shorter than or comparable to the lengths Ax or Ay of the individual grid cell will show up as high frequency noise. In order to remove this noisy behavior in plots of the wave field, the program omits calculations for wavenumbers Xi(i = 1,2) which exceed the maximum wavenumber XM (minimum wavelength in) given by
Grid-Based Filtering of Short-Wavelength Noise
where n is the number of grid points used to model the minimum wavelength. The default value is 4. A higher value of n may be used to focus on only the longer waves, while a lower value of n may be used to account for the shorter waves in spite of their possible noise-like appearance.
Description of Computer Programn
Program RADGREEN consists of a main program and the subroutines CPTIME, FINROOT, FRI, and UNFORM. The main program accepts input data, performs various initializations, and carries out the calculations given in Eqs. (4)-(15) for a rectangular x -v grid of field points. The CPTIME subroutine keeps track of the actual CPU time used for the calculations. As mentioned previously, the subroutines FINROOT and FRI respectively perform global and local searches for the roots u of Eq. (8) . The subroutine UNFORM writes onto an unformatted output file the calculated The input variables are defined as follows:
14. xdel is the value of Ax in ft, the size of each grid cell in the x direction.
15. yO is the value of y in ft for the initial grid point.
16
. ydel is the value of Av in ft, the size of each grid cell in the y direction.
17. eta is )? in ft, the Y value of the location of the line of sources.
18. zeta is " in ft, the z value of the location of the line of sources.
19., 20., 21. qamp (m), qphd (m), and qxi (m) are respectively the amplitude in ft3/s, the phase in deg, and the x -location in ft of the mth source, 1 :s i _ nsr; repeat for each new value of omga.
It should be emphasized that the singularity moderating factors rmf and fmumx, and the noise suppression factor wnp, have been implemented mainly to enhance the smoothness and visibility of overall plots of the calculated functional values. If such considerations are not of concern to the user, and the actual values of Eq. (5) 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
A number of calculated results are presented to illustrate the capability of the program and the types of wave patterns to be expected from a single source and a line of sources for different values of the fundamental parameter 7 = cw/g. These results are presented in the form of three-dimensional and contour plots. Most of the results are presented in the form of the wave elevation z, given by Eq. (13) . Some results are also presented for the Green's function itself, Eq. (5), as well as the slopes defined by Eqs. (12) and (14).
By way of illustrating the symmetry properties about the x-axis, Figs. 3a, b, and c respectively s. -. ample plots of the wave elevation zs, the x slope, and y slope for r = 0.125 for the square -500 < x s 500 and -500 < y s 500. These figures show that the calculated results condie expected symmetry of z, and its x slope, and the antisymmetry of the y slope about y = 0, w'ich .--ay be deduced from Eqs. (5), (13) , and (14). Similar symmetry properties hold for the Grtr'., . 'unction and its slopes. Figure 7a shows the expected symmetry about x = 0 of the ring waves from a single source at this near zero value of c Relative to the nearly circular waves of the single source, Fig. 7b shows that the heave motion tends to concentrate the waves to the side of the ship (along the y axis) while the pitch motion tends to gives the largest waves fore and aft of the ship (along the x axis). In the case of the the more complex wave pattern for c = 9.8 (7 = 0.245), the single source and pitch cases give similar wave patterns which are, in turn, more varied than those for the heave case.
SUMMARY
A previously formulated approach for calculating the far field behavior of the radiation Green's function Gil, corresponding to a source which is translating and oscillating beneath the free surface, has been numerically implemented in the form of computer program RADGREEN. Supplementary expressions have been derived for the far field derivatives of Gil as well as for the associated wave elevation and is derivatives. The program first uses a global scheme and then a localized scheme to determine the wave propagation directions u for a given spatial angle 0 of the field point. It is shown that the behavior is regular at several apparent singular values of 0 and u. However, at cusp lines which correspond to locations of vertical tangents in Fig. 2 , the function does become unbounded and it is necessary to impose limits on the magnification of the waves at these points. It is also shown that the grid filtering technique removes short wavelength noise by retaining only those waves which have lengths equal to several cells of the computation grid. Calculation time on the HP 9000, Model 550 minicomputer for one field point varies from 0.3 seconds to 0.2 seconds, depending on the value of the dimensionless parameter r = cwig.
A series of three-dimensional and contour plots are given to illustrate the capability of the program and to give representative wave patterns for a single source and for a ship undergoing heave and pitch motions. The heave and pitch motions are obtained by approximating the ship hull by a series of 10 sources on a line with source strengths which are respectively equal to each other and proportional to the longitudinal location of the source. These plots show that the program reproduces expected symmetry properties about the x and y axes. There is relatively little difference between contour plots of Gil and its derivatives and corresponding plots of z, and its derivatives. At low speeds, relative to a single source, the wave pattern for heave motion tends to concentrate the waves to the side of the ship while th,; pitch motion produces the largest waves fore and aft of the ship. 
